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Crystalline solids, such as metal, metal oxides, zeolites, and metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), have been 
intensively investigated both as traditional and state-of-the-art materials. They have been implemented in a wide 
range of applications from industrial use to laboratorial research. The applications are closely associated with the 
physical and chemical properties, which are determined by the atomic crystal structures. Thus, structure 
determination is arguably the most important characterization step for crystalline materials. Although single crystal 
X-ray diffraction (SCXRD) is the most practiced and routine method for structure determination, the acquisition of 
adequate data quality from weakly scattering nano- and micro-sized crystals remains a challenge. While powder X-
ray diffraction is more suitable technique for handling small crystals, structure determination can be challenging 
due to severe peak overlap as a consequence of large lattices, complexity of the structures themselves, as well as 
phase mixtures. Microcrystal electron diffraction (MicroED)[1] or 3-dimensional electron diffraction (3D ED)[2,3] 
techniques have shown to be powerful for structural determination of 'intractable' crystals that are too small for 
SCXRD analysis. These techniques benefit from the strong interaction between electrons and matter. Compared to 
X-ray, electrons generate much higher signal-to-noise ratios, even when the volume of the crystals are 6 or 7 orders 
of magnitude smaller. A series of ED patterns can be acquired by tilting a crystal around the goniometer axis of a 
transmission electron microscope (TEM). After reconstruction of the 3D reciprocal lattice, and extracting 
intensities, the acquired ED data can be applied as SCXRD-like data for structural analysis. We have successfully 
applied the ED techniques for ab initio structure determination of novel nanocrystalline zeolites and MOFs[4–7], 
and demonstrated that the technique can achieve an accuracy comparable to SCXRD[8]. Because zeolites and 
MOFs are sensitive to radiation damage, fast data acquisition is key to the analysis. Nowadays, a complete data can 
be acquired in 15-150 seconds using continuous goniometer tilt, and the electron dose can be limited to below 0.1 e 
Å-2. As a consequence, important details beyond the crystal structure can be revealed. For example, the preferred 
positions of solvents can be determined, and hydrogen bonding can be identified between the solvent molecules and 
the framework[4]. Such key information of guest-host interactions plays a key role in understanding adsorption 
properties of porous materials. Moreover, using the MicroED/3D ED method, the positions of different metal 
cations in MOFs can be directly determined, which is crucial for obtaining key knowledge on the catalytic 
properties[5]. To further automate the structural analysis, serial rotation electron diffraction method[9] was 
developed for automated data collection, processing, and structure solution. The large number of data makes it 
possible for quantitative phase analysis, and for detection of minor phases that may not be detectable by X-ray 
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